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A letter from the editors 
ie echnology is constantly progressing Ina pursuit to gain a better understanding of , 

and, with that, there is pressure to pro- _ the magazine’s roots, we flipped through file 3 

duce a magazine that is compatible with cabinets’ worth of magazines and contacted FS > ; 

the modern age. Like computers, television sets _ previous editors and faculty advisors. What = ; Yee 

and video game systems, a magazine like the _ we learned was that although the 400-plus > , £ 

Wisconsin Engineer must keep itself updated. issues of the magazine reflect various style - a 4 

changes, we still do not have a thorough re- y . | % | 

Yet, prior to making updates, we, as editors- cord of what motivated these changes. ait 

in-chief, need to have a full understanding of ( ‘ 

why the magazine is the way itis. Forexample, Thus, we have decided to re-establish a let- 7 { 

why was the logo changed from the vintage _ ter from the editors. Every issue, the Wis- Ry 

style of the 80s to the present sleek and mod- _ consin Engineer staff works hard to fill the di \ 

ern swoosh? Or for what reason was it decided blank, crisp pages of the magazine with € 

to highlight professors through a “Professor content we hope intrigues our readers. And, J & 

Profile,” or include a “Just One More?” as the pages are filled, stylistic changes are 

often made, like our decision this issue to 

Understanding these fundamental compo- accredit our graphic designers (renamed 

nents of the magazine is critical to making from “production” in November) and writ- Cones Mielke Toor 

well-informed decisions for the future. And, ers at the end of stories. We hope that this Anna Mielke & Victoria Yakovleva 

particularly with a magazine that has been _ brief introduction to the issue provides you, 

around since 1896, we must ask: What aspects our valued reader, with insight into how the 

of the magazine can we modernize without | magazine was forged —sparing you the gory 

sacrificing traditions? details of final edits. we 

Interested in the 
little details? — Ittle detalls: : 
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EDITORIAL 

Shoulda, coulda, woulda 
was up early one crisp morning back in volvement, we must choose where to apply 

[« spring of 2007, having a cup of coffee our individual efforts and talents. For me 

with my grandfather. As “Good Morning — this meant writing for the magazine, tutor- 

America” broke into commercial, I guided the ing and working on two international non- 

conversation towards my work. With that, my profit education projects. 

grandfather’s mood switched from causal morn- : 

ing coffee to you-better-listen-good. He said to With class work, extracurricular activities, 

me, “Boy, in my day, there have been times when _ part-time jobs, social gatherings and basic 4 

I have made a lot of money, and there have been _ life-sustaining essentials like sleeping and 4 ey 

times when I made no money at all. It was not _ eating, there hardly seems time to cram any " a en f tiie: 

always easy for your grandma and me, but no more in to our tiny college package. Yet, Pe a a a 3 

matter what, we were always happy. For that, I taking time for yourself is so important to. | i \ ve ot a ee : j f 

can say I would not change a thing about my life, _ maintaining the high energy and focus nec- pa? Pi. A ia oh 
and I live with no regrets.” essary to perform in the classroom. | | Ly) 2) P 

be | 

As I worked through my last barrage of For me, the nature trails of Picnic Point 

undergraduate finals this past December, I and the Arboretum provided a scenic es- important. I believe that this past semes- 

found myself thinking, “Should have done cape that allowed me to temporarily leave ter’s snow day exemplified UW-Madison 

more? I was always interested in Engineers behind the stress of my studies. I believe _ students’ eccentric nature and great knack 

Without Borders. And what ever happened that it is important to have a personal for having fun. 

to going to Bucky Badger mascot tryouts?” _ place on campus that is not associated with 

school or work to go and decompress. Navigating through the challenges of my 

I then heeded my grandfather’s words. I college experience wasn’t easy; I often 

realized how irrelevant it is to think about In addition to our amazing feats as UW- found myself working long into the night, 

what I could have, should have or would Madison students, I think what’s equally and down to the last dollar. But, no matter 

have done throughout my six years at UW- important is our ability to have fun. Take, what, I always had fun. And, for that rea- 

Madison. What’s more important are the for example, our “Great Snowman Wall of — son, I can say I would not change a thing 

lessons I have learned and the actions I take Gillman Street,” built the eve of our snow about my time at UW-Madison. We 

now to improve myself and my future life. day this past semester. 

I find myself at a major milestone -anew As I enter the real world, the simplest On Wisconsin, 

full-time job in a new city, and an open op- words of wisdom I can offer are to have 

portunity to take on new challenges. fun. When you are working hard and there Why Pralle 

seems no end in sight, take a break and 

Realistically, there is only so much we can get away to your personal sanctuary for a Matt Stauffer 

do as college students. While UW-Madi- brief spell of rest and relaxation. Taking 

son offers numerous opportunities for in- a personal break to get out and play is so 
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ON CAMPUS 

. . . 1 . 
The Hybrid Vehicle Team keeps UW-Madison’s reputation 

of groundbreaking research alive with its fuel efficient car 

I: been a long, stressful week packed tion called the EcoCAR challenge. The [ag De el 
full of midterms and papers. As you EcoCAR challenge is a three-year engi- 
stumble home Friday after class, all neering competition in which collegiate Vif 

you can think about is how good your pil- teams from all across the country design 4p \ 
low will feel on your tired face when you advanced vehicle propulsion systems that yg 
fall into bed for an afternoon nap. But focus on alternative energy methods. The Vy > \ . 
while you and many other UW-Madison teams then implement their systems in ve- ib LEN \ 

students are off to sleep the daylight away, hicles donated by General Motors. Despite mx rT i 
members of the Wisconsin Hybrid Vehicle tough competition from across the coun- ae its 
Team are just reporting for duty at the En- try, UW-Madison has experienced great 
gineering Centers Building. Their goal? success in the past. The last competition, =a aul 
To develop a hybrid car that could benefit called the Challenge X, wrapped up in 5 a. 
all of humanity. Does this make you feel June 2008. UW-Madison’s vehicle finished 4 4 
lazy? Join the club! second out of seventeen teams. y 7 on 

an 

The Wisconsin Hybrid Vehicle Team is " s , a 
a student organization that works to de- Their goal? ry” Bt e 
velop and improve techniques to make To develop a hybrid car that | barr i 3 
the world’s vehicles more efficient and less could benefit all of humanity. a (h afi Wee 3 
harmful to the environment. The team y @ Oe NE ; 

consists of nearly 60 members from all ———— a aaa Gis é 
disciplines in the college of engineering. ec / 2 

The current EcoCAR competition is | 8 

Since 1992, the Hybrid Vehicle Team titled the NeXt Challenge. The Hybrid oe c a i 
has participated in a national competi- Team iscurrently in year two of thiscom- _!" addition to revamping the inside of the 

car, the Hybrid Vehicle Team customizes the 

F outside to represent UW-Madison. 

: gas — See 

Si a” al - petition. The first year involved theoreti- 
sf, ie 7 eae | a cal development, in which math-based 

b wots sf — computer systems were employed to test 
 ] rf ‘ > P nod \ ec ideas fleshed out by the team. Now in 

7 - oP BF i= i Ps Ca She year two of the NeXt voyage, the team 
Pye a, ee ee ‘ has just received the 2009 Saturn Vue 
oe ine _ they will be modifying. According to as- 

aa a i i" sistant team leader Adam Strutz, the next 

4 fo fh —— step will be to dismantle and revamp the 
2 ee =~ Se a ry . entire power train. 

‘ ‘ 
g q ” o y Lhe whole team displays a little bit more 

Son | : = energy when the vehicle arrives. You can 
ye ce | | 2 start to see your work paying off firsthand, 

x Pil “ ‘ = not just on a computer screen,” Strutz says. 

a > All the materials utilized by the team—in- 
7 , a a i 4 Pe: cluding the car—do not just appear out of 

: — > . = thin air. The major sponsors for the com- 
The hybrid team will make use of a two-cylinder engine borrowed from the UW-Madison petition include the US Department of 

clean snowmobile team that runs on E-85. Energy, the Government of Canada, the 

LL ———[[[—=]=—>soq™N0§|)|)  OOm===EeE=eE=E>E>E~q~&=&xxzz{z{{={={*>{x{=ayec—==——eE>>>S>>K__TTT—EE 
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California Air Resources Board and Gen- 

eral Motors (GM). General Motors donates 

a vehicle (this year it’s the Saturn Vue) to | 

each of the 17 teams competing across 
North America. The teams are also allot- i , & 
ted $10,000 worth of parts courtesy of GM ~~ ~ ~~ . i fi : 
to work into their respective vehicles. YY : =e eee Ri, 

One benefit for both GM and Hybrid Team ae = Sa — 4 
members is that GM looks at participants 7) . Cll T———e 4 
for future employment. Hybrid members - a ee Pin <2 4A ze i. 

already know about GM’s software and t a * COR 1 ‘e 3a } 

components, thus GM is able to hire them Bi wee . j i ‘ie wh = 

and expect a contributing employee almost P st fe —" 

immediately. However, the team members ee a * | sa a 
make it clear the possibility of future em- bi i , ee = 

ployment is just an added bonus. The real rs . or ' 2 
fulfillment is getting to apply what they e 
have learned in the classroom to real world - io 

situations. Members must rely on their aad 2 

own investigation and analysis to acquire — rz 
knowledge, rather than relying on the pag- Assistant team under Adam Strutz shows where each of the engine components will go in 

es of a text book. the currently empty engine bay. 

While many student groups may meet for GM’s new proving ground. At the compe- 

only an hour or two per week, the Hybrid tition, the team will be evaluated on 0-60 VA 
Vehicle Team is a much more substantial mph acceleration time, emissions, drive THOMPSON 

commitment. Adam Richards, the team quality and new this year, towing events. iRGEETLERS RAK MERS ne 

leader, explains that the team has small : John W. Thompson, CFA 

group meetings throughout the week for As the team develops the vehicle President 

the three different areas of the competition: throughout the year, they must meet the “1200 John Q. Hammons Drive, Madison, WI 53717 
controls, business and mechanical. Full reduced emissions goal, while maintain- Se ei re, 
team meetings take place on Fridays. It’s ing the vehicles’ performance and con- 
during this time that actual work is com- sumer appeal. “One of the challenges we TRAFFIC eer ee 

pleted on the car. The meetings start at 3:30 _ face is packaging, fitting everything into @ ENGINEERING (eon) saeeoe? 
p-m. and can extend into the wee hours of __ the space allotted. No one wants a huge SERVICES, INC. exau:wayne@tesinfo 

the morning. In the team office there isa battery pack sitting in the back of their 
board with members’ names on it. Under vehicle,” Strutz says. TRANSTDRTATION SEECiarls de 
each name lie tallies for the number of all- : MIAYNE B: HIGGINS. PE, BIOE, 7808 aca 
nighters the member has completed. To meet the many goals of the competition, President 890 ELM Grove ROAD 

the team must show dedication, but also mete ye ese 

“If we have a report that is due the next resourcefulness. The team exemplified this R i 

day by noon, members are staying there inventiveness in the last competition two Transportation Development Association 

all night to make sure it gets done. Writing years ago when they took over The Kohl 
reports of our testing would probably be — Center. This arena is known for housing (AAs A oor: hcl tath Adda 
the least favorite part of the group activi- some epic battles on the ice rink, but the ” apsthad tr the baci Tansporiston, 9 
ties,” Richards says. “The most rewarding Hybrid Vehicle Team saw the sheet of ice 
part of development is when you've done _as a great place to test their traction control www.tdawisconsin.org 7A 
all the testing on the computer, written the systems in preparation for the competition. 

reports, and you're able to implement your ia Tas 
ideas into the actual vehicle and see it all | As UW-Madison isa major hub for ground- torr itn st. sute 180 eatStg Tecnology Drive 
work; all of the hard work paying off.” breaking research, it seems fitting that there Phono: 380.704.2880 Me NN Phone: 716.980.0200 

is such a focus on alternative energy meth- Phoenix 
With all the long hours the team spends _ ods on campus. So if you meet a member of mente tee a A 
together, strong friendships form. Zack — the Hybrid Vehicle Team tell them thank Specialist in Hydro Electric 
Ward, a member of the mechanical group, you, because you know they are working to and other Renewable Resources 

says that members often get together out- preserve this planet we call home. And best www.napenergy.com sales@napenergy.com 

side of meetings to have a cold, refreshing _ of all? They have fun doing it. Wp 
beverage and enjoy a Badger football game. f : 

Article by Ben Weight 

As the team continues work on the Saturn Design by David Jones 
Vue this semester, all members look excit- 
edly to the month of May. The competition 
will be held in Yuma, Arizona this year at 

eS ee ———————————e———ooee 
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GENERAL 

hen it comes to research, UW-Madison i We “a eC = 

W: used to being on top. UW-Madison aes, e Fal - a {|| + i F 
has ranked in the top five public re- Mie 2 BS aa ‘df fr uy 

: edie iat .——— _— a | _ 
search universities based on total expenditures for > a FA . we 

the last two decades. This year is shaping up a little ser " " Mic Mace 

differently because UW-Madison, like many re- Ft eo my ss | 

search institutions, is receiving millions of dollars fo Avs ‘@ mt Ay he dL! / = 

from the American Recovery and Reinvestment , et oa P’ AB | . Ht Ny | 

Act. This single act has drastically changed the | ~ roby a of \ ia 
landscape of research funding in the United States. im sie of. , . | re a pe of res u Ig e et Ca , 7 -_ % | ae 

ae oN cls, « ( ‘ya a 1 bi gy os 
As of early November 2009, researchers at UW- a 
Madison had been awarded 235 grants totaling PPLE K — Ae eS 
$78.4 million in stimulus money. The money found * r L re = 

its way from Washington, D.C. to UW-Madison Ms x 

through several organizations, including the Na~ jo - oe a J 

tional Institutes of Health, the National Science + y ea g 

Foundation and the U.S. Department of Energy. ls " . z 

These organizations award the money to deserving < 

research teams through a competitive process that 2 

evaluates all aspects of the proposed research, with z 

special emphasis on collaboration and interdisci- Research efforts, like that of John Wallace, have been bolstered by the federal stimulus, 
plinary research. with UW-Madison receiving over $78 million. 

B H facilities. The ARI program not only helps to create —_ research teams. Advancing science could mean ex- 
We see the infrastructure as construction jobs, it also sets the stage for cutting _ ploring hazards to our health, curing diseases and 

a mechanism for developing a edge science. cleaning up the environment. At UW-Madison, 

. . . researchers are working on all three. 
long term relationship with NSF. “[President Obama] is depending on NSF to help = 

This sets up maybe adecade of ead the nation toa newera of discovery andinno- _ Researchers at the Great Lakes Bioenergy Research 
funding to follow.” vation,” NSF director Arden Bement says. Center, like bacteriology professor Tim Donohue 

and biochemistry professor John Ralph, have re- 

To fill the newly renovated facilities, the Major Re- _ ceived a grant totaling $8.1 million to investigate 

-Professor Forest search Instrumentation (MRI) program atNSFhas __ the sustainability of biofuels and their effectiveness 

been allotted $300 million to help researchers pur-__ as. a renewable energy source. This project will ana- 

chase state-of-the-art equipment. This equipment _lyze a broad spectrum of impacts associated with 

helps foster research and education, thus breathing _ biofuels. Donohue acknowledges that the stimulus 

One of the organizations that currently has the __ life into the newly renovated infrastructure. These _ package has allowed for the quick deployment of 
most influence on UW-Madison researchers is | MRI grants carry the stipulation that theycanonly _new technology used for the analysis of cellulosic 
the National Science Foundation (NSF). So far, the be awarded to institutions with an emphasis on _ biofuels that may have otherwise taken a long time 
NSF has been allotted $2.4 billion of the stimulus education, such as universities, museums and sci- to arrange. 

package. The NSF, like many other governmental _ ence centers. 

agencies, has many smaller divisions and programs Medical research at UW-Madison is another focus 

that ultimately decide how money is allocated. All of the grants made possible by the American _ of funding for the stimulus package. Professor of 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act serve the two chemical engineering Regina Murphy received 

One such program is the Academic Research In- __ very broad purposes of stimulating the economy —_ $800,000 to continue her research into blocking 
frastructure program (ARI). The ARI program and advancing science through research. The first _ the effects of Alzheimer’s disease. Veterinary epi- 

will award a total of $200 million strictly for mak- _ purpose is pretty clear. The latter, however, is lim- _ demiologist Dérte Dépfer and professor of bacteri- 
ing repairs and renovations to our nation’s research _ited only by the curiosity and inspiration of the ology Charles Kaspar were the recipients of a grant 

aj — eee 
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little less pressure on the system. It makes it pos- 
ert sible to win grants that weren't otherwise likely to 

l ; be funded.” 

\ Even if a project were likely to be funded, an in- 

| flux of money from the stimulus package provides 

tl Ml far-reaching scientific and economic impacts. This 

A co et Ai AS ae means that deserving research teams that might 

< bor SS have fallen just short in their competitive grant pro- 

5 SF Se cess can now go forth with their projects, thanks to 

cle Pe Fs N SS stimulus money. The result will be more innovation 

Hike GEV “SS as well as more constructing of labs, new equip- 

2 Ze L > ment, more campus research and more jobs. 

Neer re ca ie } “SS STE | These examples are only a glimpse of the expansive 
See ) WS 2 —_— list of researchers who are currently benefiting from 

“Sa : the stimulus package at UW-Madison. The list is 

a SS L255 growing as the stimulus money flows into campus. 

g LSE Over the course of writing this story, the sum of 

al pee « stimulus money has increased by $3 million dol- 

Se ss! | F 3 lars. Researchers here at UW-Madison are continu- 

. ag z ally trying to get their hands on funding while it is 
& available, so that they might get a needed boost for 

Ss >. their research. 
ia = 2 ; fi j = 5 

: a | oe ; s For more details on the American Recovery and 

si ca iid ae = Reinvestment Act at UW-Madison, go to www. 

i ee 3 stimuluswiscedu. 
Conceptual drawing of Professor Forest’s Madison Plasma Dynamo Experiment (MPDX), Article by Marcus Hawkins 

a project made possible by the federal stimulus money. Design by Emily Chan 

totaling $1 million to help gain an understanding of 5 

the E. coli bacteria. Their research will investigate 
how the bacteria survive in certain environments. C A R E E R V | L L EF FISH 

Hopefully, their findings will reduce the chance of 

human infection. oct Pee 18 

The goals of the stimulus package are certainly met ran l 
by Soha: of physics Cary Paves’ project, which Johnsonvil . ; 

is currently constructing a lab that will be used to Jone ae re ing Way 

study plasma-generated electric fields. The lab will Middleton, WI 53562 

be the first of its kind, attempting to explain astro- ane’ 608 631-3238 TEL 

physical properties that are not yet understood, spe- Visit us at 608 631-3295 FAX 
cifically the origin of the sun’s magnetic field. jobs.johnsonville.com www.fishassoc.com 

“We proposed to build [the lab]. It’s a construc- to view our Co-op opportunities! cto gga 
tion project,” Forest says. For this project, Forest speci 

received a grant totaling $2.4 million from the Na- 

tional Science Foundation, $1.7 million of which at ; eRe Maas See ar eS, 

came from the stimulus package. “We see the in- EMCS" : 4 Spock : ( An Neth gL (| ) 

frastructure as a mechanism for developing a long engineering sf XN Y 
term relationship with NSF. This sets up maybe a pte ton q 

decade of funding to follow,” Forest says. ee aT 5003 University Ave., Madison, WI 53705 

Forest notes that the funding for constructi FATT | [peters Ses pharma Phone: 608-218-9000 
s ion wi solutions for planning, engineering > teas : ‘ 

support a full time engineer as well as hourly paid Sr Website: www.glassnickelpizza.com 
undergraduate students who will help to build the 

lab. “It might even pay for pizza to feed them,” For- Midwest Biomedical & Scientific Services, Inc. | MS. A RNa 
est says witha laugh. “Medical, Laboratory & Life Science Equipment Service” 

moe) PCG TS 

“My read is that most of my colleagues are benefit- R aes s DEVELOPENT « EWIRONMENTAL SURVEYING 

ing in one way or another,” Forest says, when asked LEK cones oe Mateo wi sr) e) Your Trusted. Fartner PLANNING 

about his perception of how the stimulus package aces LE ee 1.800.362.4505 

is aphctnd alc, “Tt’s mostly because tee: a eee ee www.msa-ps.com 

nl 
TS SS —————— ee 
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GENERAL 

T™ history of Hollywood filmmaking projected onto the screen through two differ- = 
has been marked by distinct eras. Silent __ ent filters. The images reach the correct eye of 3-D movies have always 
movies were replaced with “talkies” and _ the viewer through another set of filters—the had depth hut will 

black-and-white pictures made way for color viewer's 3-D glasses. 7 = 
flicks. In the future, this decade may be seen as new technologies 
the end of another era: the 2-D era. While the concept hasn’t changed, modern 3-D 1 5 

movies and the drive-in 3-D flicks of yesteryear finally give 

Stereoscopic 3-D motion picture technology _ aren't exactly working with the same tools. 
predates the 20th century and is almost as old them some 

as the motion picture camera itself. 3-D film The driving force behind the new wave of 3-D = 2 
experienced some success in the 1950s and movies is a technology called RealD. RealD weight: 
1980s, but earlier versions often left audiences _ differs from past methods of projecting 3-D 
with eye fatigue and nausea. Today, industry _ movies in that it only uses one projector. The To industry executives, this new technology 
executives claim these side effects are in the images for the left and right eyes are alternated has big potential. DreamWorks’ animation 
past. 3-D movies are making a push for market _at 144 frames per second, six times the rate of _ chief executive officer Jeffrey Katzenberg 
share with strong financial backing from the- __ traditional film. Moviegoers are given clear, praised the new RealD technology at the 
ater chains and studios, which are beginning circularly polarized glasses, which do not International Broadcasting Convention in 
to turn out more 3-D films. block out light when the head is tilted or pro- late 2008. “I think in a reasonable period of 

duce washed out colors like the red and cyan __ time, all movies are going to be made in 3-D,” 
oe lasses of old. Katzenberg says. “2-D films are going to be a 

“Ithinkinareasonable amount ° ‘Hing Mane pea Sole 
of time, all movies are going to — Additionally, new 3-D cameras have im- 

be made in 3-D” proved from their predecessors. Esteemed _ If the trends of the last few years continue, 
director James Cameron, one of the largest | Katzenberg may be right; 11 major 3-D films 
supporters of 3-D cinema, has pioneered a _ or shorts were screened in 2007, 14 in 2008 

-Jeffery Katzenberg camera system that he thinks can finally do and 21 in 2009. The increase in pictures 
3-D films justice. The switch from traditional has been met with an enthusiastic response 
film cameras to high-definition digital cam- from audiences. DreamWorks’ “Monsters vs. 

From its inception to the present, 3-D film eras means that the lenses can be separated Aliens” pulled in $58.2 million over 7,000 
technology has operated on the same princi- from the bulky recorders. The smaller size al- screens, 2,100 of which played in 3-D. Ac- 
ples. When a pair of eyes focuses on an object, _ lows the lenses to be placed only a few inches cording to Katzenberg, 56 percent of the 
the brain receives two slightly different imag- apart, replicating the distance between hu- __ ticket sales were for 3-D showings. The dras- 
es. The brain can process differences inthe im- | man eyes. A camera operator can shift the __ tic increase in per-screen revenue is enough 
ages, called ocular disparities, allowing one to _ angles of the lenses to simulate converging _ indication for the DreamWorks’ executive to 
perceive depth. 3-D films are made using two _ pupils, creating an experience that is much _ promise that all of his future films will be 
cameras filming scenes side-by-side, similar more true-to-life and doesn’t cause nearly as __ released in 3-D. 

to a pair of eyes. In the theater, the images are —_ much strain on the eyes. 
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’ filmmaking of Star Wars portions for its use of 
Cameron’s 3-D camera system. 

in 

Films such as “Monsters vs. Aliens,” the crit- 
8 ically-acclaimed “Up!,” and the recently re- 

a mow) © leased “Avatar” will provide feedback on the 

iow | | 4 <a » Pe: = future of 3-D technology—not only in films, 

Slee 1 fF hes “a / = but for all forms of media. Eventually, house- 

" ‘ hy 73 a s y i Gs y 5 hold televisions may show the Packers game 
o ety es P ee { f , § in 3-D, and personal laptops will browse the 

H 1s \< / ) 2 
wy { Z y gs oy r; ' os sey © internet in 3-D. It is this expandability that 

ga yr $ I iy e = has so many in the tech industry excited— 
2 ee SEN J » € and not just for technology’s sake. “Think of 

SS ., pay | my £ the power of [the 3-D technology],” Cameron 

7 Aj Tf. i] ‘s said during his keynote speech. “Think what 

aN . g Id charge.” Ped ‘\ ) : you could charge.” We 

, . Se 2 Article by Jack Johnson 

r & Design by Dan Farley 

3-D technology is gaining popularity in the home market, even with the First Family. This 

summer the 2010 World Cup will be on ESPN 3-D for home-viewing. 

This enthusiasm is shared by director Cam- 
eron, who sees 3-D movies as a way to slow 
down internet piracy, a problem that has 
plagued digital films. a n d 

“I’m not going to make movies for people to a | Pp a I k 

watch on their cell phones,” Cameron said 
during his keynote address at the Digital Cin- Apartments Available For August 2008 

ema Summit in Las Vegas in 2006. If anyone . 
has a say over the future of Hollywood, it’s On Spring and N. Orchard Street 

Cameron, renowned director of “The Ter- 
minator” (1984) and “Titanic” (1997). Cam- Call: 608-251-2715 

eron’s next picture, “Avatar,” was released in Email: randallpark@tds net 

December 2009 with rumors circulating that 
this film could be more successful than his 
past blockbusters. The film was also release in 

2-D, but “Avatar” was touted as a landmark in 

| / >] 

: Rl } 
a et 
> | 

| cs : 
a 

: * Tees 

= —- 7 : ; - 5 
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=. ee 
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The number of 3-D movies being produced has increased by 50 percent over the last two years, as shown by the influx of 3-D titles 

at local theaters. 
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COMMENTARY 

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF TERMINATOR 2 AND TITANIC 

F oe 

e . te — - x Peo tes ee 

MOVIE “=? 
. es bs 

reviews: \ a > , 

, \. ie , 

point and counterpoint r a " 
a ee 

a er 

Plot Summary yo y § 
In Avatar, humans have invaded Pandora, an Earth-like moon inhabit- ad ss 

ed by a race of blue humanoids called the Na’vi. In their quest to find the Ss Ee 5 an ¥ 
mineral unobtanium, humans have grown Na’vi bodies crossed with r | 3 ee a 
human DNA that can be controlled. Jake Sully, a paralyzed veteran, is i as g 
one of the humans given the chance to be an avatar. While he starts his $ 
mission determined to find the unobtanium no matter the cost to the ee 3 
Na’vi, Jake quickly becomes entangled in the lives of the Na’vi and starts V hi R E 
to question the intentions of his own race. A ys 4 > 

g 

As of January 19,2010 Avatar had grossed $1.6 billion—just $200 million Lace a Rat ad 8 
i S 

short of Titanic’s record-setting box office gross in 1997. ie 

Point Counterpoint 
I saw the movie, Avatar, in its full three-dimensional glory and must If you haven't seen Jim Cameron’s Avatar yet, don’t worry about having 
admit that I was quite skeptical going into the movie. I recall seeing a the plot spoiled for you. You already saw it when it was called Pocahon- 
preview for Avatar and thought the plot looked ridiculous. I felt that the tas or Dances with Wolves. ‘The entire story is driven by the evil capital- 
movie would be nothing more than over-the-top effects with a dry sto- ists’ desire to mine the unobtainable unobtainium. The film must be 
ryline. On top of it all, those blue things just looked bizarre. I couldn't seen in 3D since the only way the laughably cliché plot can be excused 
have been more wrong. Everything about Avatar impressed me, and the is with a 3 hour special effects orgy. The jungles of Pandora are teeming 
film was appealing on many different levels. The plot was captivating with glowing plants straight out of Fern Gully and incredibly unique 
and the graphics and effects were not overdone. There was romance, ac- creatures (they all have ponytails and 6 legs!). In the end, we all learn 

tion, drama and even a little humor. Overall, director James Cameron the evils of technology as we sit in our air-conditioned theaters, drive 

scored another hit and Avatar is well deserving of the praise and acco- home in our cars, and finally pop in a DVD to watch a popular movie 

lades, especially its “titanic” box office revenue. We that isn’t driven just by special effects ... like Transformers. We 

By Lauren Kern By Steven Shutt 
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The National Security Agency (NSA) gathers and analyzes millions of foreign signals every day 

and is responsible for protecting U.S. Government information systems. It takes a team of 

incredibly talented professionals to capture the information, protect it, and identify the one 

signal that could be a threat to our world. 

If you want to help to keep the world safe, apply to NSA. 

NSA employees are some of the most intelligent people in the intelligence business. Now we 

need you to put your intelligence to work for NSA. With opportunities in most career fields, 

NSA offers an incredible benefits package, competitive pay, and the satisfaction of making 

the world a safer place. 

Computer/Electrical Engineering Foreign Language Business Management R SECURIT 

: ; ig aN 
Computer Science Intelligence Analysis Finance & Accounting / = 7 5 
Information Assurance Cryptanalysis and More Si Othe s 

! 4 iO 
Mathematics Signals Analysis IZ | I) ae at I< 

For A fi SA re vas" \ y* 
Visit our Web site for a complete list of current career opportunities. , Gs aa oP roy 
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U.S. citizenship is required. NSA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All applicants for STATES ot > 
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A ys ec n 1993, over the span of just two weeks, 

iy a es aoe more than 400,000 Milwaukee residents 

Sx = E fell sick with cramps, fever, dehydration 

ro a 
ak : ee and diarrhea. The culprit for this mass illness? 

‘ = .. nk A tiny protozoan called cryptosporidium, 
wr Pai a 
i “i ss e which snuck its way into the Howard 

a ee, _ 

: or. y Avenue Water Purification Plant and 

sige a “was distributed’ to 

<= : = nearly 900,000 resi- 

; . —— Re = dents. One hundred 

Fe 3 ae er people died from 

Fa c= ee ts ee the outbreak. # 
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\WW a 4 ae “T see [it] as a benefit; I think it’s a good idea,” 

\ A ’ \ i] Harrington says. “But there are some communi- 
i . # ; i) ties that will not like it because they'll be tasting 

4 € @ chlorine in their water for the first time.” However, 
@ or \, ° , \ Harrington offers a simple solution. “[T]ake a bot- 

Pall ss = ; Y \ y ‘ ae tle and collect some tap water and put the bottle in 
‘ el =" an oN d , - the refrigerator. When the water’s cold, you don’t 

_— i . a PN ss * \ < .y Ten taste the chlorine as much.” 

F a oe a : oe ‘ee as | i? \ Homeowners can also buy water filters that take 

Sila 7 Ase 3B \ 4 ¥ es chlorine out of the water, but removing chlorine 

he _ — | 4 ‘te L \3 \ Ns Va encourages bacterial growth. “Studies on all of 

i a = hn 4 ‘ 9 \ YW SI these [filters] find microorganisms growing on 

. ot \ Se “| them... soit’sa tradeoff. Do you want to drink the 
- s | an Y +9 A AVY } bugs or do you want to drink the chlorine?” Har- 

Dp , A oa \ AY A J) ington says. “I’m not convinced that the water is 
Yo _ ~~ wa £ any healthier coming out of a filter than it is out of 

a BA s. * A= the tap to begin with. For the people that feel better 
3 oe o* | 2 protected by using a filter, I just strongly encourage 

ig : 2 J gee = them to maintain that piece of equipment in accor- 
al — g dance with the recommended schedules because 
a a those devices can ultimately do more harm than 

Professor Harrington demonstrating the second part of filtration in which the water filters good if they are not adequately maintained.” 
through coal and sand, similar to what would happen naturally in an aquifer. 

Taste isn’t the only concern related to chlorination, 

One may have expected such an outbreak to oc- _ Fortunately, the geological formations from which — though. When chlorine reacts with natural or- 
cur in a developing nation with unstable infra~- _ most of Wisconsin gets its drinking water mostly _ ganic matter it can form potential cancer-causing 
structure, but not as close to home as Milwau- keep contaminants like cryptosporidium from substances like chloroform. For the past 30 years, 
kee. Luckily, water treatment engineers from all _ reaching drinking water to begin with. Public wa- _ chlorine by-products have been regulated by taking 
around the country paid attention to this inci- ter systems in Milwaukee, however, draw from sur- _ natural organic matter out of water before treating 
dent and have taken measures to try to prevent it _ face waters like Lake Michigan, whichis vulnerable _ it with chlorine. 
from happening again. Despite their best efforts, to any contaminants that can find their way into 
however, harmful contaminants still pop up in _ the lake. Some communities that have chosen not to employ 
our drinking water from time to time. chlorine met the disinfected water regulation using 

Madison is just one of many cities in Wisconsin _ ozonation, which infuses O, through the water to 
“(Recent studies] have found viruses [in the that draws its water from the estimated 1.2 quadril- kill microorganisms. Others use UV light treat- 

groundwater],” Ken Potter, professor of civiland _ lion gallons of water that lie beneath the surface. _ ment, in which light of a very short wavelength is 
environmental engineering at UW-Madison, The Madison city wells drill about 600-700 feet applied to the water to destroy viruses and bacteria. 
says. “Not only that, but they have found viruses _ below the surface into a deep sandstone aquifer. “(Each of these systems] has their own set of by- 
that are less than a year old. The viruses aren'ta Above this main, deep aquifer, there is a shallow _ products, but we have ways of engineering treat- 
problem because we chlorinate our water, but it’s aquifer separated by a layer of shale. In theory, the ment plants to minimize the formation of those 
a little scary. It’s an indicator that we have to al- _ shale should keep anything that has contaminated __ things,” Harrington says. 
ways be on guard ... One should never get over- the shallow aquifer from leaking into the deep 
confident as an engineer or as a citizen.” aquifer. However, this may not be the whole story. 

Sometimes it seems that we take our drinking — “There’s some recent literature that suggests that wailed 
water for granted as it streams from our show- maybe the geologic formations don’t provide as ta —< 

ers and kitchen sinks. What we often fail to con- _ much filtration as we like to believe they do. But i, > 
sider is the extensive engineering that goes into in Madison ... we add chlorine when the water 4 3 Se ie 
the mechanical and chemical systems that bring comes out of the ground, and then we provide an Ca if es ear, 
our water to us cleanly. Thanks to tough water adequate contact time with that chlorine before oe ee 
regulations and efficiently engineered systems, _ we send the water out to the distribution systems,” jg 4 & Nt 
there’s virtually no chance that cryptosporidium _ Harrington says. “The calculations that have been oe 1 9 oN eS i 

will attack again. done suggest that we use adequate contact time Py wa fs ip 4 ° 
to kill viruses that might be present in the water fol ee coef 3 

“Tm confident that the regulations we have in supply. There’s no evidence that people are getting Pee e s 
place ... are enough to ensure the public that _ sick from the water here.” pa 8d = 
there’s a very low risk of getting cryptospo- a - = — = 
ridiosis from drinking water now,” professor of | The State of Wisconsin recently decided that all 3 
civil and environmental Greg Harrington says. groundwater supplies in the state are vulnerable to 7 i 3 Ss 
“When they turn on the tap to get a glass of wa-__ contaminants and must be disinfected. Most munic- A thick layer of off-white calcium and 
ter, they can be confident that they're not going __ ipalities, like Madison, chose to disinfect with chlo- Magnesium has built up inside this brown 
to get cryptosporidiosis.” rine, but this technique is sometimes controversial. pipe taken from a water processing plant. 

ee 
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Contaminant levels in Madison drinking water 
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@ Maximum contaminant concentrations found during testing Concentration limit by law 

Despite the public's concerns over water safety, most contaminants found in Madison drinking water are much lower than their legal limits. 

One type of contaminant that has been garnering but other communities are concerned about the design practice. That practice can be a so-called 
a lot of attention over the past few years and isn’t amounts they are using. For instance, Waukesha __ rain garden or it could be something that’s more 
treated by chlorination is pharmaceutical waste. _ County has been using water at about twice the rate engineered,” Potter says. A rain garden is just a 
Medication remnants are introduced to the water _ that it is recharging in the deep aquifer. small depression in the soil to which you can route 
system when users excrete them into wastewater. runoff from a roof, parking lot or other impervi- 
When the treated wastewater is put back into the “They've been taking water from the shallow aqui- _ ous surface. The area can be used to grow plants, 
system—either poured into surface waters or re- _ fers. It’s not as reliable of a supply, and it’s lower _ hence the name. “These things, if they are properly 
charged into groundwater aquifers—the pharma- quality,” Potter says. “Also, if you take that water designed, can not only make up for the impervious 
ceuticals go with it. out, you're going to reduce groundwater flows _ area, but they can make up for some of the pump- 

to streams and lakes, so you're going to degrade _ ing,” Potter says. 
‘The concern for pharmaceuticals in drinking water _ natural systems.” 
is relatively new, and as a result, regulations have Potter himself recently bought rain barrels that 
been slow to develop. “We just don’t have the stud- A major factor that slows the recharge of these collect roof runoff and drain into the lawn, reduc- 
ies to set standards on them yet,” Harrington says. _ aquifers is development. Impervious surfaces, such __ing the need to water it. Practices such as this not 
“Utilities have gone through programs to look for _as parking lots and roads, prevent water from infil- _ only increase infiltration into the groundwater, but 
these substances in water and they know they’re __ trating back into the ground. While this isa serious _also reduce the amount of storm water that drains 
there, but they just don’t know what to do about __ issue elsewhere, it’s not such a problem in Madison, _ into the lakes and causes flooding. “[Stormwater 
them yet.” since the developed area is so small compared to __ recharge] is a pretty powerful solution. The chal- 

the farmland around it. Instead, Madison faces a _ lenges are getting people to do it and do it right,” 
Despite the presence of such contaminants, experts _ different problem caused by the impervious surfac- Potter says. 
on water treatment assure that our drinking water __ es: “Madison actually has to worry about the excess 
is safe. “By and large, the municipal water supplies _ runoff that goes into the lakes and causes flooding. Those concerned about a Madison water shortage 
in the state are safe,” Harrington says. “I'll drink _ That’s a huge issue,” Potter says. need not worry—at least for now. “We're not going 
the water anywhere I go.” to have a problem in the long term,” Potter says, 

For those communities concerned with their  “[but] we haven't come close to conserving.” Ww 

Quality isn’t the only thing some communities groundwater supply, however, there is hope. “One ileby Oven ch 
need to consider with drinking water. Luckily for solution that could be a lot more effective if we ArHG c ee Dy i ue 
us, Madison has a solid supply of drinking water, continue to use it is to infiltrate storm water using Design Sy Ligue 
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GENERAL 

e all know that we can use a ; ~ fi 
W eerste to calculate complex P| , | 

integrals on our physics home- 4 — 

work. But what if that computer was a living Ed nas a ru Soe & aaa a 

organism—a computer that was completely Lae (naval MDS in ae Fog aU 
sustainable because it acquired energy from an a a . el ; a ii Lea WN 
food and processed it biologically in the ° 7 4 i he t fies 

same way that your body does? The emerg- - fee eS - 4 4 j Hi a ] j ao 
ing field of synthetic biology holds hopes ee <N ah ins La 
such as this, and professor of chemical and [as iy yy bic, Ly 
biological engineering Brian Pfleger and his = — a 
team are at the forefront of the technology. — e 

: : . : L A § 
From his office in Engineering Hall, which ig te @ — 4] $ 
conveniently overlooks the biotechnology a = 2 
building across University Avenue, Profes- ba = ie, ee me = 
sor Pfleger leads a dozen or so undergradu- . a a 
ates, graduates and postdoctoral research- el A 2 

oe EREQUED shis eve ee ES bering Professor Pfleger uses incubators to culture bacterial cells. The cells can be genetically 
earned his Ph.D. in chemical engineering a y « are 
mere four anda half years ago from the Uni- manipulated to produce fatty acids and biodiesel precursors. 

versity of California — Berkeley, Pfleger and the coffee maker into an outlet to give it | Here at UW-Madison, Pfleger’s group is 
his team are making remarkable headway. the electricity it needs to make your morn- _ implementing techniques to synthesize 
They aren’t the only ones either. “Things ing brew. If this appliance was a product of _ biofuels. “What we are doing is making 
are flying out of the literature faster than synthetic biology, instead of plugging in diesel fuel in bacteria,” Pfleger says. The 
we can analyze them and build them into your coffee maker, you would feed it bio- designer bacteria produce certain fatty 
our projects,” Pfleger says of research in molecules from which it would produce the acids that can be processed into the same 
synthetic biology around the world. energy it needs to operate. types of petroleum precursors that enter 

refineries today to make hydrocarbon fu- 
Pfleger’s venture into the field of biotech- “  —_ ~~ ~~~~~—~—CO . -_ els like gasoline and diesel fuel. 
nology was anything but deliberate. He “And that’s taking the 
originally planned to pursue a career in viewpoint that biology Pfleger and his team have hopes to im- 
pharmaceuticals. “I had a misconception <e prove this process so that the bacteria 
that if I wanted to work in the pharmaceu- is like any other complex can produce the diesel fuel directly. “It’s a 
tical industry I had to learn biology. Along engineering system.” matter of whether you know which genes 
the way I discovered that biotechnology do the job you want and whether you can 
is a really fascinating idea. If you can un- get them to work,” Pfleger says. By insert- 
derstand the jactsialiora in a cell, you can -Professor Pfleger ing the correct genes into the bacteria’s 
understand diseases, the ability to Pro-  s §8— 8ENOMe, the organism can theoretically 

duce compounds and many more amazing produce the tools it needs to process the 
things,” Pfleger says. “It’s taking the viewpoint that biologyislike precursor fatty acids directly into the hy- 

any other complex engineering system. It’s drocarbon fuel that enters refineries. Gain- 
‘The advantages of using a biological system, _a series of parts that are built on one anoth- __ ing the ability to do so would eliminate an 
also called an organism, to make a product _ er and interact with one another,” Pfleger expensive process that is currently needed 
or perform a task is that the energy used _ says. “The idea is that you understand the _ to decarboxylize the product before it can 
to do the work is completely sustainable. parts that perform a biological function, _ be fed into a refinery. 
Biological systems run on sugars and har- _and you understand how they interact with 
vest the energy stored in the biomolecules _ one another, and then you can build a sys- _In the ideal sustainable situation for energy 
to perform work. For instance, take alook tem. You can build a cell. You can build a production, the net output of the process 
at your coffee maker. Normally, you plug chemical factory inside a bacterium.” equals the input. Our current ways of pro- 

eee 
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Professor Pfleger (right) works closely with his graduate students, such as Daniel Mendez Perez (left), providing continuous feedback and 

insight from his knowldge in the field of synthetic biology. 

ducing energy are far from reaching such _ Pfleger’s work in synthetic biology doesn’t Article by Melody Pierson 
efficiency. “[With our current methods], stop at the GLBRC. His research has in- Design by Rachel Leicht 
we're taking energy out of the ground. It’s spired the design of a new lab 
carbon that was fixed a long, long time ago, _ course in the college of engi- 
and we're combusting it and putting carbon _ neering that teaches students THE UNIVERSITY 
dioxide out in the atmosphere. So from a_ the techniques “they need 7 
carbon dioxide perspective, that is not sus- to understand in order to do WISCONSIN 
tainable. We would like everything we are synthetic biology research,” | ea 
burning to have been captured recently,” Pfleger says. | Aeparlinent ot Engineering Frofeselonal Detelopment 
Pfleger says. Bacteria that produce diesel 

fuel are thus ideal candidates for this task, The hopes for this new and ex- Earn your engineering master’s degree— 
since they get their energy from metaboliz- citing field of synthetic biology | from anywhere in the world! 
ing recently produced biomass, not anonre- _ is that scientists will have the Ahighly respected degree is within reach through University of 
newable resource that will run out. technology to build organisms Wisconsin—Madison’s interactive, online distance degrees. 

PA _ ean rand omithe ee a dnt foe Master of Engineering in Professional Practice gives engineers the skills to: 
eger’s research and laboratory are fund- programmed to produce a de- Zi Lead global, networked endineering teams 

ed by the Great Lakes Bioenergy Research _ sired product or perform a cer- © Oversee product and process improvements 
Center (GLBRC), which is a collaboration _ tain function. The next genera- © Make the right strategic decisions 
of universities and national labs, most of — tion of biotechnology aims to 5 : 

: s i ite lee Master of Engineering in Engine Systems prepares engineers to: 
which are located in the Midwest. One of utilize the ability to build a cell [21 Manaye the complete development process fora lew engine 
the efforts of the GLBRC is to convert cel- that acts as a chemical factory Effectively integrate engine design with other key processes 
lulosic biomass into advanced biofuels. In and to design communication © Gain access to leading-edge engine research at the Engine Research Center 

addition to Pfleger’s research with the cen- _ between that cell and another. a aa 
ter, there is research being done to engineer A synthetic biological organ- 800-462 . ‘4 ay to ee ad 
plants that produce ideal biomass for the ism would theoretically have lta afl ee scegu 
bacteria to turn into fuel. “What is really the ability to send electrical eee 
exciting about this center is that it’s taking signals from cell to cell, similar = 
people from all over campus,” Pfleger says. _ to the technology of a comput- = ie 
“You've got the whole spectrum from chem- _ er. In this way, Pfleger’s novel =m le? 
istry, physics, math, engineering and bio- research provides tremendous 4 : dl diet 
chemistry and they are all working together opportunity for the merging of - Aa 
towards the same large problem.” biology and engineering. we 
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e next D1 Q thing in computers 

n 1946, the world’s first computer, Elec- _ wave function of a particle, which defines the | quantum dots. Semiconductors are a special 

[er Numerical Integrator And Com- probability of an electron’s physical state ata type of material whose electrical conductiv- 

puter (ENIAC) was introduced. Covering _ given time. Unlikea traditional computing bit, ity can be controlled. Because of this unique 

680 square feet, ENIAC could add and sub- — which can be either a0 ora 1,aqubitcanbea property, semiconductors are responsible for 

tract two numbers and hold a 10-digit value —_0, 1 or a combination of both. several recognizable technologies, including 
in its memory at the rate of about 5,000 op- the LED monitor on your personal computer. 

erations per second. In contrast, your iPod, “We are revising our ideas about what infor- | Working with quantum dots is exceedingly 

performs about 2.4 billion operations per mation really is, because quantum mechanics _ difficult because of the time it takes to prepare 
second and fits in the palm of your hand. For tells us that if you look at bits on a finer and the dot, requirement of cryogenic tempera- 
more than 60 years, we have been working to _finer scale, the standard idea of the 0/1 bit goes __ tures and extreme signal sensitivity to internal 
make computers smaller and faster, and we —_ away. There isn’t any really small thing that —_ and external noise. 
have succeeded tremendously. acts like a classical bit,” computer sciences pro- 

fessor Eric Bach says. Observing the quantum Donning the full-body white lab suit, Caleb 
But how small can we get with our technol- _ state of matter in real-time is difficult, how- __first prepares a single quantum dot in a clean 

ogy? Traditional physics would tell us that _ ever, because of the incredibly small scaleand room by trapping an electron on a semiconduc- 
the smallest possible computing compo- _ the dynamic nature of particles. tor chip. To do so, he uses electrically charged 
nents require several electrons per bit. New nanoscale metal gates to create a potential well 

research into the quantum world, however, Professor Blick leads one UW-Madison re- _ on the two dimensional electron gas blanket- 
tells us differently. Quantum computation search group studying quantum computing. ing the semiconductor surface. These gates can 

is changing the way we think about com- _ With the help of graduate student Hyuncheol _ confine electrons and control the number of 
puters-everything from how we process Shin (Caleb), the team is focusing on the de- __ electrons in the potential well. Such a system is 
complex calculations to how we protect in- _ velopment of qubits in semiconductors called known asa top-gated quantum dot. 
formation on the internet. . 2 

“Be ee my atige: 
Many of us are shamelessly dependent on A aA 4 ae : 2 
computers in our daily lives. However, we ae z ae e ‘ ie 

often neglect the complex hardware that : ae bE a ae ae fe 

fuels our electronic devices. Consumers aes eta eS Pe 

need only worry about the next fastest, at Le. a ae 
smallest and sleekest device to execute ea ‘ \ a ae if 

our every command. As these devices get <e yi y a Ps fr 
smaller and smaller, though, our current o m y ae a ieee? 
computer technology fast approaches its . 5 a a. 

physical limit. y 3 ee? physical limit ee ee 

“The old philosophy about computers ... was — 

to get smaller and smaller gate sizes,” Robert i 

Blick, professor of electrical and computer all 

engineering, says. “Now we only need a cou- — i 

ple thousand electrons to get a one and zero. 

Even recent flash memories are down to five L s = 

or ten electrons. [Computing] is really go- y Si. 3 

ing down to single particles, but sooner or pn po Bis. S 

later you reach a physical limitation. Then si ? a 2 

you must address the wave function of the 200nm f 5 ee Bs 

particle: the quantum information.” p A PL. 8 
p pak EE] = 

This is where the qubit comes in. A qubit isa Preparing a chip like the one shown can take weeks due to the qubits’ need for 
unit of quantum information described by the optimal voltages. 

ee QS 
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“The forming work of the dot is very challeng- _ computational methods, they are applicable in the ea 
ing, so you spend a lot of time optimizing gate —_ most complex of computational problems. } A 
voltages to have good dots,” Caleb says. “It is ome 
not given for free.” Preparing a chip can take —_Not every aspect of this computational power is he 
a few weeks because the top gate voltages must _ desirable, however. Once scaled up to accommo- ae 4 y | 
be perfectly tuned to define desirable potential date the size of online security codes, quantum , 1 
well and barriers. systems could break the encryption of nearly any B| 4 \ ‘ } ' 

security code on the internet, anything from your 1 : : ! 
Once constructed, the chip is placed under a email to your bank account password. i } hI ‘ 
shimmering-gold cryogenic freezer that resembles i al = 
adeath ray froma James Bond film. Liquid helium — Although true quantum computers are limited by | } i fi |; , ; : 
cools the freezer, plummeting the chip tempera- our current technological understanding, small i \) LILA satire i 

ture to tenths of degrees Kelvin; cold enough to supplemental quantum registers mayenhance our [ ca Si a ‘ pee | 

slow atomic movement to a crawl. current computational processes. “Another inter- J a ~~ y | = : 

esting thing is that even if you could not go all the on . rs | lt = pet 4 
“These are like artificial atoms slowed down so _ way to a realization of [true quantum computa- ey a Nee x i 
you know where the individual electrons are,” tion], you could use tens of qubitsto speedup clas» [| (i) INE A t e 
Bach says. sical computation, a hybrid algorithm that uses : , iy a | 

quantum computation to focus in on the solutions = {i ) E * — 
Once the system is cooled, Caleb observes the _ that you could then explore classically,” Bach says. [7 3 4 
electron current and attempts to optimize the ee 1 A ; ia 
electron spin lifetime, called the coherence time, | Future quantum computing technologies, includ- es al fe ih ae 3 _ 
with radio frequency pulses. It is this electron spin _ ing Blick’s quantum dots, could also be integrated | oe ‘ / fae | 
that enables quantum data storage. Scores of data into quantum optical equipment, which is cur- Lens 4 | i iil { a 
are collected during each run through a network __ rently available. “You can dream up applications | | | a i 1; | | 
of current amplifiers, voltmeters and other elec- where the quantum cascade lasers are integrated :, = ‘| 
tronics stacked nearly ten feet high next the cryo- __ in the qubit chip where you use the light from the ns: = aa q 4 
genic freezer. Similar toa computer monitor, these quantum cascade lasers to flip the qubit states,” ma * 4 = et iB E 

devices receive and display the quantum informa- _ Blick says. “Quantum optics equipment could be mere 1 i ioe il 
tion from a single qubit. integrated into these systems to transfer informa- roe Y 

tion over larger distances.” Such technologies will eS 4 f 
also help merge classical computational devices ae | Aas 

“Weare revising our ideas about a emerging quantum technologies in the fu- | (3 : : i 

what information really is.” : E a. 3 a. ae 

A final application of quantum computing is a a i oe 
-Professsor Bach realized in biology; specifically, simulation for ih te oe 

sequencing amino acids in proteins. “Biologists Liane bal Aa 
ee, ed to do simulations in which they use a couple een 2) ae A (| 

of super computers that take forever,” Caleb says. | ae a ce a ae 
The experimental procedure allows Caleb “If they have quantum computers it might boost ee i-_ a 
to measure the qubit coherence time, which _ biological sciences, and engineering too.” ae he elas ne 
essentially determines if the top-gated tech- i aes ‘ be ee 

nique will store information long enough to “Quantum computing is still a very primitive tech- es a ing see ae 
be utilized in computation. nology ... Definitely, I can tell you, [a quantum a Laie | i 

computer] wouldn't be like a consumer electronics Me " ‘ Rt 

“A coherence lifetime of a couple milliseconds is _ laptop,’ Caleb says. “The first configuration would a ee 
still long enough to perform maybe a thousand __ be a super-big, room-size computer like the first | I 
gate operations if the gate operations are fast computer, the ENICA” Despite its large size, such i i i 
enough,” Blick says. “If you have a thousand gate a quantum computer with a few thousand qubits, a 
operations you can do some computation, which could rival the computational power of today’s more ! 
might ... be sufficient for coding.” advanced machines. How we use such computing f 

power will need to be decided when we get there. 
“One of the reasons people are very excited about 

quantum computing is that it gives the effect In time, quantum computing may be integrated g 
of computing on many inputs at the same time. _ into the most complex computer systems owned “ 
Normally if you have a computer you have n bits, _ by the government or multibillion dollar corpo- 3 
then you can only put those n bits in one stateand _ rations. However, this may not happen in our = 
operate on it to get a result,” Bach says. “With a _ lifetime, though it is today’s bright minds that g 
quantum computer there is, at least in principle, may make quantum computers commonplace = 

the possibility of having operations going on for _ in the future. we The cryogenic freezer, used to plummet 
all of those 2n states at the same time.” Because Agicle by Tin Busse the chip temperature within degrees of 

these Celebrated) coe et have the potential Oe gn by fect Daweon absolute zero, slows atomic movement on 
be exponentially more powerful than classical the semiconductor chip to a crawl. 
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t is a question that most people hope __ pus and at college campuses all around the _ people we were more concerned about avian 
[= never need answering. What world, students will be at very high risk be- flu, it occurred to me that there were a lot 

should be done in response to a wide- cause of the close proximity to each other __ of things that individual organizations had 
spread and possibly deadly flu pandemic? in classrooms and dorms. Thankfully, re- to do for themselves,” Bier says. “I initially 
For the government, the answer may be _ searchers around the United States are pre- __ started by putting on a workshop and had 
setting aside funds from an already thin paring for such a flu pandemic so that we a lot of volunteers in planning, both from 
budget to help treat sick citizens. For some may respond appropriately. government agencies, from the private sec- 
companies, the answer might be shutting tor and the university.” She was later ap- 
down, leaving thousands unemployed but One researcher is Vicki Bier, professor of _ proached by the U.S. Department of Health 
less susceptible to the disease. For students industrial and systems engineering, who and asked to help plan for a pandemic. 
at UW-Madison, the answer might be can- __ has been studying the effects of a flu pan- 
celing an entire football season or shorten- _ demic and providing planning strategies in In writing the paper, Bier and her fellow 
ing the academic semester. These are cer- the case that one should arise. In 2007, she _ researchers turned to history for some in- 
tainly drastic measures to be taken in case and several colleagues published a report _ sight. They looked back at the 1918 Spanish 
of a deadly flu pandemic, but they maybe _ providing detailed information about when _ flu pandemic to compare the actions taken 

necessary to ensure a healthi- _ to close schools and businesses and how to __ by various cities and whether those actions 
er population. prepare for the economic impacts of a flu were successful. While records were not as 

f i pandemic. well kept 100 years ago as they are now, the 
, ih a i researchers found that the cities that took 

sz i a — Before jumping into the re- stronger actions seemed to have, in general, 

ia f » Ti Re sponse plan, it is very im- less illness, Bier says. 
ff ra : a ] i iD portant to understand CR nS 

a _— _ actly what characterizes a “\ dire situation would go 

; ; We 8 e:~SClv outbreak as a pandemic . 
a fet on | rather than a normal flu beyond what public health 

ed a season. A flu pandemic is — could handle and involve a lot 
ay a described by the World of other parts of society.” 
ne i Health Organization as 

ela _ an outbreak caused by a 

Ah a _ strain of flu that is new to -Professor Bier 

Please Call gain , wisi gd a population, and easily 
f _—agmmme = spreads and infects that 

i population. With a flu The paper itself doesn’t focus so much on 
pandemic, people won't — the medical aspects of a pandemic, such as 

initially have immunity to the virus, vaccines or medicine, because the effects of 
giving it the ability to spread more widely a pandemic would reach beyond any hos- 
and more quickly. Professor Bier’s paper pital or pharmacy. “We tried to focus on 

A flu pandemic is something that re- estimates that 30 percent to 40 percent of | some of the broader systems issues or so- 
searchers have feared for a long time, and _ people in a workplace may be absent during _ cial issues that could be affected by a pan- 
some believe it could be more fatalthanany a flu pandemic. “It’s similar toa snow day demic. The three things we chose [to focus 
natural disaster or war. Imagine millions but it’s a snow day that could last for weeks on] were school closure, business closure 
of people infected with a deadly virus that and you can’t really get back to business in and what would happen as far as the needs 
cannot be immediately combated with any a day or two,” Bier says. of the working poor,” says Bier. 
medication. Thousands could be forced to 
miss work, resulting in a crumbling econ- The initial idea for the pandemic response They found that the effects of a pandemic 
omy. And here on the UW-Madison cam- __ paper was Professor Bier’s own. “Back when —_ would be much broader than just a medi- 

eee 
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cal issue to be dealt with by public health “Most of those critical industries ae 
officials. “A dire situation would go beyond have already done a lot of their Pigwick Papers, LLC- Fo 
what public health could handle and involve own planning,” she says, but the 
a lot of other parts of society,” says Bier. paper also explores the possibility dba Bob's Copy Shop 

he that government assistance may ee aT , 

The close confines of ae to maintain some criti- (608) 251-2936 > (oma Hons copy Step Feaned iowe) 

cal infrastructures. 1401 University Ave. A family owned and operated quick 

classrooms and lecture halls Matec W571 printer providing affordable, high quality digital 

are a breeding ground for Just as in a typical flu season, chil- i Feprocction for roe te 90 vers! 

deadly flu viruses, soit would §— 4" would play a major role in the 
- transmission of a deadly virus in é \ iscedon Wt a naw rene 

be extremely important to the case of a pandemic. The close ss ———AE—EA—oOIoe 
consider the closure of schools. = confines of classrooms and lecture g Eel) EWicual 

halls are a breeding ground for matyxe cece 

Se eT eae oe ey eae wna oar Z & pies 
deadly flu viruses, so it would be YY + Transparencies 

So just how should governments, schools extremely important to consider ; cara * Custom Color Calendars 
and businesses respond to the impacts of a the closure of schools. The ques- + Newsletters 
flu pandemic? tion of when schools should be |jpyamm ) yansem| 7° >mcnures 

‘ Ean! + Resumes 
closed, however, is a difficult one | Fiiday ee) Manuals 

“The big interventions early on are what to answer. “It [isn’t] clear to me Sten ne + Reports 
the public health people call non-pharma- _ that closing schools when there [is] + Theses 
ceutical interventions,” Professor Bier says. a high rate of absenteeism is soon + Faxing Services 
Non-pharmaceutical interventions include enough,” Bier says. * Course Packets 
many common-sense measures like thor- F Come Visit Us i, 
ough hand-washing and staying home when Such a widespread closure of " M)  . Hard Bound Books 
sick. Other things to consider may be slow- _ schools and businesses would not On The Web + Large Format Printing and Laminating 

ing the spread of influenza by canceling go unnoticed by society or the , ! wee (up to three feet wide!) 
events that draw large crowds. “One of the economy. In fact, the state of Wis- i + Banners 
things we looked at was whether we would consin would see about a 2 percent * Business Cards 

‘ js + Book Publishing 
cancel football games or other major social loss in annual GDP from a pan- “Tshirts 
events,” says Bier. demic. Typically, the businesses ; * CD Duplication and Jewel Case Printing 

that would first require closing ‘wwwibobscopyshiop.com *and more..... 
While many Badger fans ey would be those in the 
may gasp at the thought of ¢ ae eae entertainment and 
canceling an entire foot- Ay hospitality industry. “Busi- irreplaceable wages due to missing work. 
ball season, it could be a HEALTHY HAN nesses may suffer the most As a result, these families might turn to 
necessary measure to slow : START HE Ds i froma large amount of work- government assistance, putting more of a 
the spread of a flu pan- | RE ers being absent, or limited _ strain on the government's resources. Fur- 
demic. Ironically enough, ty “clients and revenue. It really _ thermore, low-wage industries are very sus- 
the HIN1 virus hit the oe ii. is a trade-off with severity ceptible to closures, resulting in unemploy- 
UW-Madison football re aS, of disease,” Professor Bier ment for the workers. 
team this past fall. While Be “SN _ says. “The more severe 
the team was able to ‘es sot, i the pandemic, the more While people may be concerned about the 
beat the viral opponent, eh i dire the economic con- impacts of a flu pandemic, they can find re- 
the episode highlighted ] iG » sequences may be. But lief knowing that government, schools and 
how quickly the disease ae in the end, losing sev- businesses have action plans. It is true that 
can spread. In a crowd of ‘ fs eral weeks of class or a__ scientists may never be able to predict just 
80,000 at Camp Randall, en a month’s revenue will how severe a flu pandemic may be. How- { 
this is a serious concern. : be worth saving lives ever, thanks to Professor Bier and her col- i 

froma flu pandemic.” leagues, we now know how best to respond 
While closing down Camp to a pandemic to keep our lives moving 
Randall for an entire sea- In addition to business along as usual. we 
son would be disappoint- and school closure, one 

ing, canceled football games of the most unique aS- Article by Lauren Kern 
would not be the end of the pects of Professor Bier’s Design by Evan Owens 
world. However, in some cas- paper explores the needs photos by Stefan Jedlicka 
es, it may not be possible to shut of the working poor and how 
down some businesses or industries. they would be impacted by a 
“There are some critical industries flu pandemic. As it is, families 
that need to remain open,” Profes- living paycheck-to-paycheck 
sor Bier says. These include things would suffer the most 
like electricity, gas and other utilities, from such a pandemic, 
or even grocery stores and medicine. : because they could lose 
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ENGI ing television shows 

avent had enough knowledge “Time Warp”: In the Discovery Channel’s tems in the world. Since the show’s start in 

shoved in your head for one day? “Time Warp,” MIT scientist Jeff Lieberman 2008, Riley has worked on a nuclear tur- 

Why not go home and flip to one and cameraman Matt Kearney use high- bine, a cruise ship engine, and the Colum- 

of these classic science and technology speed cameras to capture split-second oc- _ bia River dam, among others. we 

shows—guaranteed to be much more inter- _ currences: exploding, men who can catch 

esting than your 9:30 power lecture. arrows barehanded, and a college student By Carrie Boecher 

favorite, smashing out the bottom of a beer 

“Modern Marvels”: Since 1995, the History bottle with one hand. 

Channel’s “Modern Marvels” has explored 

500 of the most amazing engineering proj- “World’s Toughest Fixes”: The industrial 

ects of our time, from the construction of _ world’s version of “Man vs. Wild,” National 

the Chrysler building to the manufacturing Geographic Channel’s “World’s Toughest 

of candy. Using a documentary-style narra- _ Fixes” follows expert Sean Riley as he takes 

tion, the show delves into the history ofeach on challenging and dangerous repairs on 

topic in addition to its technological traits. some of the most complex mechanical sys- 

e 
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COMMENTARY 

The finest in eclectic humor 

“Jersey Shore” transfer student's class schedule 

GTL: Gym, GTL: Gym, GTL: Gym, GTL: Gym, GTL: Gym, 

Sociology 106: 

Migration & 

Mating Biomed 255: 

Patterns of Artificial 

Guidos & Tanning & Skin 
Guidettes Cancer 

Linguistics 

625: Howta 

Purfect dat Physcis 101: 

Joisey Shor Physics of Fist 

Aksent Pumping 

Self Defense 

Chem 114: 497: How to 

Polymers and] "beat up that 

Hair Gel beat" 

Sociology 106: 

Migration & 

Mating 

Patterns of 

Guidos & 

Guidettes 
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